A public statement of the European Medicines Agency (EMA) from November 13th, 2014 states that ‘Ten years since the introduction of the European legislation on herbal medicines, over 1,300 traditionally used herbal medicines have been registered, and more than 600 herbal medicines have been granted a marketing authorisation based on their well-established use in the EU Member States. These medicines are accompanied by clear and harmonised product information across the European Union, enabling citizens to make an informed choice when using herbal medicines for self-medication and healthcare professionals to base their prescription on comprehensive information on the medicines.’ Indeed herbal medicines are used by millions of people in Europe, and ‘the establishment of common standards for the licensing of herbal medicines across Europe has been essential to protect public health and allow citizens to trust the products they choose to use.’ [1] The document also states that the initial focus of the EMA on European phytotherapy containing a single drug only will be extended in favor of medicines containing a combination of herbal ingredients as well as non-European traditional medicines, such as Chinese medicines, used in Europe [1].

However, there is a pending problem in European phytotherapy which was addressed by Dr. Andreas Wenng, the representative of Swissmedic (Drug Regulatory Authorities of Switzerland), during the international congress on phytotherapy [2] (‘Phytotherapie’ 2014) in Winterthur, Switzerland, June 18th – 21st. In his lecture, he introduced a provocative thesis: ‘There is no future for herbal medicinal products!’ Indeed, at present in Switzerland only up to 3 herbal medicinal products from new drugs successfully pass the marketing authorization procedure per year. Also the number of new herbal medicinal products from established medicinal drugs is limited. This problem, which is not mentioned in the statement of the EMA, is pending in the EU as well. The authorization problem results from the required evidence-based efficacy proof that causes costs in the range of EUR 30,000 up to EUR 1 Million for each product. However, in Switzerland and in the EU, the manufacturers of herbal medicinal drugs usually have limited financial resources. Dr. Wenng suggested that the lacking money could be raised by crowdfunding and pointed out that it is about time for European decision-makers to appreciate the benefit of European medicinal herbal products, such as low price, low cost in manufacturing, less drug-related side effects, and the still underachieved potential of natural resources of planet earth. This is even more urgent as many authorized herbal products are no longer available on the European market due to financial problems.

We believe that the present edition of FORSCHENDE KOMPLEMENTÄRMEDIZIN / RESEARCH IN COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE can provide a valuable scientific support for the future strategy of the EMA, because it includes 3 excellent reviews which address European ethnoveterinary research [3], the presence of phytotherapy in German evidence-based medical guidelines [4], and the quality and safety of Chinese herbal drugs in Germany [5]. An essay on the concept of tonic [6] provides new insights into a traditional application of herbal medicine. In the section ‘original articles’ we are proud to present new research on a rather unknown herbal drug with a long-standing traditional use in Europe [7]. Additionally, there are also 2 clinical trials on Chinese herbal drugs [8, 9] which report herbal remedy use in rather severe indications. This inspired the idea to look at the recent activity of our Chinese colleagues, who are lucky to be generously supported by their government for several years. This strategy seems to work: Since January 2013, 104 randomized controlled clinical trials with English abstracts on Chinese herbal preparations were published (source: PubMed). From the 54 trials available...
in English, 23 are double-blind. A closer look at the indications examined in these trials revealed that the most of them are close to indications herbal medicinal drugs in Europe traditionally have been used for: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (3 publications), asthma (2), ulcerative colitis (2), respiratory syndrome (1), functional constipation (1), functional dyspepsia (2), nephrolithiasis (1), dementia (2), insomnia (1), viral hepatitis (1), premenstrual and menopausal syndrome (4), endometriosis (3), infertility (1), pain (1), chronic heart failure (1), hypertension (2), diabetes mellitus type 2 (5), metabolic syndrome (1), rheumatoid arthritis (1), Sjögren’s syndrome (1), cancer (4), and treatment of side effects of chemotherapy (1). Eleven further indications could be identified: Nephritis (Henoch-Schönlein) (1 publication), idiopathic membranous nephropathy (1), IgA nephropathy (1), primary glomerular disease (1), ischemic stroke (3), severe pulmonary contusion (1), hand foot and mouth disease (1), acute pancreatitis (1), myasthenia gravis (1), polycystic ovary syndrome (1), and recurrent parotitis (1). The remaining 50 publications also deal with various common non-communicable diseases, but as they are published in Chinese, they were not further evaluated. However, all studies have common characteristics: The herbal preparations are mainly used as add-on medication to Western medicine, often based on main syndrome characteristics in traditional Chinese medicine, and they are often combined with other methods from Chinese medicine. Interestingly, in one study, Chinese phytotherapy was even combined with Western complementary medicine [10].

The recent publications from China indicate open-mindedness and show a very pragmatic way to address the needs of the patients, seemingly with both success and low cost. Hopefully this prosperous development in China will be noticed also by European decision makers and result in the urgently necessary increase of appraisal and support of modern European phytotherapy and other methods of European complementary medicine.
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